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Unleashed that is not accessible for a long time, but we will soon redirect it to a new web site with new book access, which will take some time.Q: Web Application for a Small Business - Best approach I'm looking for help regarding development of a small business web application. The business is an event management and service provider. So

far they are running on a site using Drupal7 and have a very basic functionality. They have a call to action to sign up as an event handler and that's it. My first thought was to rewrite this existing site using Drupal8 and just adding few other features. I'm interested to hear your thoughts and experience regarding this. What is the 'best'
approach? How would you suggest approaching it? A: We had an experience of rewriting our current website to Drupal 8 a few months ago. We used symfony2 as our framework. The most painful was to create a new framework, change our way of thinking (we have a old project, developed in symfony1). Migration was a nightmare. We ended

up with a functional website with a few bugs. We had to do a lot of coding ourselves, there was no time to test and verify. Of course we can stay with the old site until we have enough time to migrate to the new Drupal 8. It is not a simple task to migrate your entire website with legacy code to a new one. And you are not going to have the time
to fix everything you left with the last version of Drupal 7 and even less time to migrate again to Drupal 8 if you have a big web application with many pages and features. So, my first recommandation is: Do NOT rewrite if you have a really complex website. If you need to update a simple feature, use Drupal 8 and make the legacy version a

module you can later put in the website container. If you want to understand how to use a framework instead of modifying it, I suggest you to read
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